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ABSTRACT
Graphene is one of the most attractive carbon-based materials due to its extraordinary material
properties originating from the atomically single- or small-number-layered structure. Integration
of 2D graphene sheets into macroscopic architectures such as fibers illuminates the probability to
transfer the excellent properties of individual graphene into advanced 3D ensembles for promising
applications. However, the lack of effective, low-cost and convenient assembly strategy has
blocked its further development. Therefore, water-soluble graphene oxide (GO), an oxidized form
of graphene, is an alternative precursor for building 3D frameworks. Herein, we demonstrate that
neat and macroscopic GO fibers can be easily fabricated through wet spinning technique. The selfassembled fibers further undergo intense thermal reduction and form neat graphene fibers.
Surprisingly, the electrical and thermal conductivity of these graphene fibers is found to be much
higher than polycrystalline graphite and other types of 3D carbon-based materials without
sacrificing mechanical strength which can be applied to capacitors and energy storage devices.

In addition, this one-step spinning technique can be applied to the transportation and storage of
graphene oxide. GO is commonly synthesized in water by Hummers’ method and should be
transported in water dispersion. Moreover, in the solution-based synthesis, GO suffers from severe
restacking between individual sheets and thus loses its material identity and advantages. With the
help of wet spinning, GO water suspension smartly extracts into dense fibers, which is much easier
to handle compared to bulky water bottles and then bring down the transportation cost. We
introduce sodium hydroxide as a coagulation agent to rapidly acquire GO fibers without restacking
as well as altering its liquid crystallinity.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview of Carbon Fiber
The creation of carbon fiber (CF) can be traced back to the pyrolysis of natural cellulose fibers for
electrical-light bulbs by Sir Joseph Swan in 1883. CF became widely attractive when teams at the
Royal Aircraft Establishment and Rolls Royce, Ltd., promoted CF to a high-performance fiber
with extraordinary mechanical strength (1.7 GPa) and tensile modulus (400 GPa) in the 1960s[1,2].
This almost purely carbonaceous fiber is usually prepared from natural cellulose, synthetic
polyacrylonitrile (PAN) and pitch, by carbonization or graphitization at high temperatures to
eliminate other chemical elements/functional groups and generate graphitic structures[3,4]. The
first attractive characteristic of CFs is the extraordinary mechanical properties. The combination
of high tensile strength and elastic modulus along with their light weight means they overwhelm
steel in enforcement applications as structural components like transportation vehicles, civil
engineering, aerospace and sport goods. Beyond its outstanding mechanical strength, CFs possess
a wealth of additional functionalities such as favorable resistance to chemicals and harsh
surroundings, and stability at high temperature. However, CFs has electrical conductivities in a
very wide range[5–8] as well as thermal conductivities[9,10] due to the adulteration of epoxy or
other components. Therefore, other forms of carbon-based fiber are urgent to be proposed. Table
1 shows some common CFs’ basic properties.

Tensile

Tenacity

Young’s

Elongation

Strength

(cN/tex)

Modulus

at break

Precursor

(GPa)

(GPa)

(%)

PAN

2.5-7.0

250-400

0.6-2.5

1

Mesophase pitch
Rayon

1.5-3.5
≈1.0

23.9

200-800

0.3-0.9

≈50

≈2.5

Lyocell

40.2

13.0

Fortisan

23.9

3.2

Cupro

22.3

24.3

Bocell

38.2

9.7

Table 1. Axial mechanical properties of common fibers[3,11]. Fortisan, Cupro, and Bocell are all
cellulose-based fiber. Fortisan is saponified cellulose acetate fiber. Cupro fibers regenerated
from an aqueous solution in [Cu(NH3)4](OH)2. Bocell fibers regenerated from a phosphoric acid
solution and spun by an airgap spinning process.

Fabrication of carbon nanotube (CNT) fibers has been attracting tremendous attention for years
with the desire to integrate such unique properties as high strength, electrical and thermal
conductivities of the individual nanotubes into the useful, macroscopic ensembles. Breakthroughs
have been made in wet approaches and dry-state spinning of CNTs for fiber fabrication. CNT is
the typical one-dimensional (1D) nanostructure with high aspect ratio and strong binding force
between its bundles. As a result, CNT fibers and sheets can be directly drawn out from their arrays
or high concentration suspensions. However, beyond the superb properties of as-produced CNT
fibers, the high cost for producing the initial super-aligned CNT arrays is inevitable[12,13], and
extremely strict conditions such as high temperature (usually higher than 1000 °C)[14], and caustic
media (e.g. super strong acid like fuming sulfuric[15] acid and chlorosulphonic acid[16]) for CNT
dispersion are drawbacks of CNT fiber fabrication. The preparation of such fibers containing only
CNTs is still a big challenge.
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Graphene, a two-dimensional (2D) monolayer of carbon atoms, also possesses extremely high
electrical, thermal and mechanical properties owing to their sp2-bonding and nearly defect-free
structure[17]. The more detailed introduction of graphene fiber is in Chapter 2. To conclude, both
graphene fiber and CNT fiber can almost preserve the superb properties of pure graphene or CNT
which have excellent conductivities despite of the relatively poor mechanical strength compared
to CFs.

Although CNTs and graphene have super high conductivities and mechanical strength, they are
poorly dispersed in water or common polar solvents that obstruct the processability and direct
assembly to 3D architecture. Alternatively, graphene oxide (GO) with abundant of oxygen
functional groups on its basal planes and edges possess advantages such as good solubility, easy
handle, and scalable production with low cost improve the chances in assembling 2D sheets into
macroscopic graphene-based architectures. Further chemical reduction down to reduced graphene
oxide (rGO) or graphene is currently seen as the most suitable method of massive production of
graphene. GO is usually synthesized from graphite using modified Hummer’s method. One of the
most important feature of GO solution is its liquid crystallinity (LC). Concentration and aspect
ratio, which is lateral size over thickness, are two decisive factors of forming LCs. Higher
concentration or higher aspect ratio increase the probability to turn GO from isotropic to nematic,
which further facilitate the super-alignment of GO gel solution.

1.2 Overview of Wet-Spinning Process
This process is used for polymers or other fiber-forming materials that need to be dissolved or
dispersed in a solvent (usually non-volatile) to be spun. The spinneret is submerged in a chemical
3

bath/coagulation medium that causes the fiber to precipitate, and then solidify, as it emerges. The
fibers are then washed and dried. Finally, the filament yarn either is immediately wound onto
bobbins or is further treated for certain desired characteristics or end use. During the coagulation
and washing process, the fiber experiences elongation with certain tension force to strengthen and
densify the structure. Figure 1.1 shows the schematic of how wet-spinning process is performed.
The process gets its name from this “wet” bath. Acrylic, Rayon, Aramid, and Spandex are
produced via this process. For example, Rayon fabric is made by cellulose using sulfuric acid and
sodium sulfate as coagulant and aqueous solution with sodium salt as solvent. Spandex is a
polyurethane fiber fabricated using Dimethylformamide as coagulation bath.

A variant of wet spinning is dry jet-wet spinning, where the solution is extruded into air and drawn,
and then submerged into a liquid bath. Dry spinning includes a solution consisting of a fiberforming material and a volatile solvent. The solution is extruded through a spinneret. A stream of
hot air impinges on the jets of solution emerging from the spinneret, the solvent evaporates, and
solid filaments are left behind.

4

Figure 1.1 Schematic of wet-spinning process[17].
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CHAPTER 2
Facile and Scalable Fabrication of Wet-spun Self-assembled Graphene Oxide Fiber

2.1 Introduction
Graphene is a two-dimension (2D) monolayer carbon atoms tightly packed into a honeycomb
lattice, which has attracted persistent attention from scientists during the past decades. It is also
the fundamental building block of all the graphitic materials. The intriguing electronic, thermal,
and mechanic properties mainly arise from its truly atomic thickness along with strictly 2D, sp2hybridized carbon structure[1], and therefore bring about the greatly promising applications in
electronic and energy storage devices[2], sensors[3][4], catalysis[5][6], composites[6] and so on.
Nowadays, translation of the individual property of the graphene sheets into the macroscopic,
ordered materials are without doubt an extraordinarily hot and useful topic in view of exploring
advanced properties of 2D graphene sheets for practical applications. Plenty progresses have
demonstrated that graphene sheets can be assembled into 2D macroscopic thin films, and 3D
composites with polymers via various methods and techniques. However, in most cases, the
limited dispersibility of graphene sheets in common solvents hinders the development of the direct
assembly of graphene sheets.

Alternatively, highly water-soluble graphene oxide (GO) with abundant oxygen functional group
on its basal planes and edges is easily processable in water or hydrophilic solutions. And then it
can be chemically or thermally converted into graphene. The advantages of GO, such as good
solubility, easy handle, and scalable production with low cost improve the chances in assembling
2D sheets into macroscopic graphene-based architectures.
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The discovery of anisotropic liquid crystalline (LC) behavior of graphene oxide dispersions[7][8]
in various organic and aqueous media leads to a pre-aligned orientation which can further be
directed under shear flow to form an ordered assembly of nanocomponents into macroscopic
structures via simple, fast, and cost-effective methods like wet-spinning process.

Cong et al. was the first team who used CTAB as coagulation agent for making self-assembled
GO fiber[9]. Jalili et al. tried many coagulants for in situ wet-spinning GO fibers and found out
that chitosan and calcium chlorite performed the best[10]. Xu et al. used giant GO fiber to form
chemically reduced graphene fiber with Ca2+ as crosslinking agent which had high mechanical
strength (501 MPa) and electrical conductivity (4.1 x 104 S/m)[11]. Xin et al. reported even higher
mechanical strength (1005 MPa), electrical conductivity (1.79 x 105 S/m), and thermal
conductivity (1025 W/m-K) for thermally reduced graphite fibers[12]. Some other strong
graphene-based fiber with high stiffness and elasticity have been fabricated[13]. GO- or rGOmodified carbon or polymer fiber composite or have been further proposed and fabricated to
ameliorate interfacial shear strength and toughness[14][15]. Some other applications include selfhealing GO-polyurethane composite fiber[16] and 2-dimensional non-woven GO fabric[17].

Herein, our group has raised a wet-spinning methodology to fabricate neat graphene fibers from
concentrated GO liquid crystal, and the curliness-fold formation mechanism of GO fiber has been
proposed. Compared with the composite fibers or carbon fiber, the neat graphene fibers
demonstrated several orders of magnitude higher electrical conductivity but relatively lower
strength. Therefore, we introduced large GO sheets (average size = 57 µm) as the building block
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to achieve extraordinarily high electrical and thermal conductivity and good mechanical strength.
Generally, greater aspect ratio of building blocks and their better alignment in the fiber axis are
the main factors to improve the mechanical properties of polymer fibers. Inspired by this concept,
we employed relatively large GO sheets with extremely high aspect ratios as building blocks to
reduce defective edges and achieved highly ordered alignment of GO to make high-performance
graphene/graphite fibers with both high strength and conductivity. Furthermore, after thermal
reduction, the GO fibers turned into graphite fibers, which exhibited extremely high electric and
thermal conductivity with comparably high tensile strength.
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2.2 Experimental Methods

2.2.1 Materials
Graphene oxide aqueous solution was purchased from EMD Performance Materials Corp.
Hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) (>98%) and calcium chloride (>97%) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Ethyl alcohol (>99%) was purchased from VWR Chemicals.
2.2.2 Fabrication of Graphene Oxide Fibers
2 wt.% of degassed GO dispersion in water was sonicated for 30 minutes and then loaded in a
plastic syringe and injected into a rotating CTAB coagulation bath (15 rpm) with the infusion rate
of 5 ml/min. A steel needle (22 gauge) was placed after the plastic syringe to create volume
confinement. The coagulation bath consisted of 1:1 volume ratio of water and ethanol, and CTAB
concentration is 0.5 mg/ml. The obtained fibers remained in the bath for 30 min before winding
around a Teflon bar, and then soaked the bar in a washing bath (1:1 volume ratio of water and
ethanol) for another 40 min. The fibers then were unwound. Finally, the washed fibers were wound
on a graphite bar and dried in air with generated tension within the fiber.
2.2.3 Heat Treatment Process
The graphite bars with GO samples wound on it were put in the MTI Furnace under 400 °C for 1
hour with 3 °C/min heating ramp rate in 95% argon/5% hydrogen atmosphere. This is reduced
graphene oxide sample is now called rGO400. GO samples rGO400 then underwent high temperature
annealing in Material Research Furnace LLC, NH. GO fibers first underwent 1200 °C for 2 hours
and then experienced 2500 °C for 30 minutes with 10 °C/min ramp rate, all under Argon
atmosphere. This greyish sample is called rGO1200, 2500 fiber. rGO400 fiber underwent 2500 °C for
30 minutes with 10 °C /min ramp rate under Argon atmosphere, which is called rGO400, 2500 fiber.
11

2.2.4 Characterization Methods
The morphology and microstructure of the fibers were characterized by a field-emission scanning
electron microscope (SEM) LEO (Zeiss) 1550. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of oxidized
graphite synthesis were determined by a D8 Advance ECO powder diffractometer (Bruker
Corporation) using a high-brilliance 1 kW X-ray source. The Fourier transformed infrared (FTIR)
spectrum was measured with a PerkinElmer Frontier MIR Spectrometer coupled with a LiTaO3
MIR detector in the range of 600−4000 cm−1 with 32 scans for each sample. The microstructures
of graphene oxide sheets were investigated using inVia confocal Raman microscope (Renishaw)
with a 488 nm laser beam. XPS is carried out using HUV System with low energy of 1eV and
higher emission of 10 µA.

The mechanical properties were measured using TA instruments DMA Q800 Dynamic Mechanical
Thermal Analysis with 0.1%/second strain rate. Thermal conductivities were measured using
Quantum Design 14 Tesla Physical Property Measurement System under 300K. Electrical
conductivities were measured by Fluke 179 Multimeter.

2.3 Results and discussion
2.3.1 Wet-spinning Process
As presented in 3.1(a), during the wet-spinning process of graphene oxide (GO) fiber under
uniaxial flow, the pristine 2 wt. % GO solution changes its particle alignment from gel-like liquid
crystals with different orientation ordering (Section I) to the regular alignment of the flowing GO
LC dope (Section II), GO LC gel fibers (Section III) and final dried GO fibers (Section IV). Certain
volume confinement help GO sheets align paralleled to the needle wall (from Section I to Section
12

II). The needle has an inner diameter of 0.4 mm, so do the Section III gel-like fiber. After the fiber
is air-dried, it has mean diameter (from edge to edge; does not consider voids) of ~50 µm.

CTAB solution is chosen as the coagulation bath due to its positive charge which may play a
surprising role in the assembly of the negative-charged GO suspension. This is due to 1) the
electrostatic force and 2) the hydrodynamic force. When fibers are being formed, charge
neutralization by CTAB, mitigates the dispersion by electrostatic repulsion and helps hydrophobichydrophobic interaction to facilitates curling and folding of GO sheets, as illustrated in Figure
3.1(b). After washing, most of the CTAB are removed. It is noted that 1:1 v/v water and ethanol
solution is a better solvent to dissolve and wash out CTAB than just pure water.

(a)

(b)
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Fig. 2.1. Schematic illustration of (a) structural evolution of the spinning process and (b) the selfassembly of the mechanism of GO fiber.

Generally, greater aspect ratio of building blocks and their better alignment in the fiber axis are the
main factors to improve the mechanical performance of polymer and CNT fibers[18,19]. Inspired
by this understanding, we employed giant graphene oxide sheets with extremely high aspect ratios
as building blocks to reduce defective edges and achieved highly ordered alignment sheets by wetspinning liquid crystalline gel fibers to make high-performance graphene fibers with both high
strength and conductivity. This is the reason why we choose EMD GO as the fiber template
because of its large lateral size (~57 µm) (Figure S1).

We choose several temperature points to convert GO to rGO. 400 °C serves the purpose of
functional group removal. 1200 °C and 2500 °C are carbonization and graphitization temperature,
respectively. In such extreme conditions, the following characterization and discussion prove that
the functional groups can be completely removed.
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Fig. 2.2. SEM images of GO and rGO fibers for both top-down and cross-sectional views.
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To get flat and sharp cross-section surface, the fibers first soaked in ethanol for 15 second and then
immersed in liquid nitrogen immediately before getting hard and brittle. Then the fibers were cut
by a very sharp scissor. Ethanol filled the holes of the fiber and was solidified in liquid nitrogen.
With the support of solidified ethanol, the fibers do not deform during the cutting. As shown in
Figure 2.2, GO and rGO fibers exhibit compact folding structure starting from 2-dimensional
sheets as seen from its section, and the layered stacking can be identified in the magnified images.
Experimental inspections of GO and rGO fibers manifest multiscale defects, which include rough
surface with random wrinkles, stacking and voids. When it comes to heat treatment, more inner
pores and cavities are found due to functional group cleavage, so the fibers are coarse and loosely
packed. The fiber morphology is very different from most of the literatures, which adopt
elongational tension force to densify the fibers so that the fibers look compact. Alternatively, we
use the batch method to acquire relatively coarse structure as presented in Figure 2.2. without
exerting much tensile force on the fibers. By image processing of cross-section SEM photos
through ImageJ, the mean cross-sectional area of the fibers is acquired (voids are excluded). GO,
rGO400, rGO400,1200, and rGO1200,2500 are 2581 µm2, 1158 µm2, 984 µm2, and 883 µm2, respectively.
These values are important to calculate conductivities and mechanical strength. In addition, the
loosely packed GO also reflected the surprising low density of GO fiber as ~0.25 g/cm3 measured
by us.
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Fig. 2.3. XRD diagrams for EMD GO and rGO fibers. Pristine GO solutions were freeze
overnight and then grinded into powders before conducting XRD.

As shown in Figure 2.3, after forming fibers from CTAB coagulation bath, the XRD main peak
shifts left with enlarged d-spacings. The increase in d-spacings may come from intercalation of
CTAB molecules between GO layers. XRD analysis of the GO fiber annealed at 400 °C displayed
a significantly different XRD pattern but with a d-spacing (estimated from the maximum peak to
be 3.89 Å) close to that of the fully graphitic expanded graphite starting material, which showed a
distinct sharp (002) peak at 26.38° and a d-spacing that corresponds to 3.38 Å. These results suggest
that water and most of the chemical functionalities in the GO sheets are removed after thermal
reduction; indicating the effectiveness of the reduction process. The reduction of GO by annealing
is further confirmed by the significantly higher electrical conductivity of rGO400 fiber (~6.4 x 104
S/m) compared to the parent insulating GO fiber. Scherrer equation is adopted to calculate the
mean of the crystalline domain of the powdered samples[20]. Number of crystalline layers is
17

obtained by the quotient of mean size of crystalline domain and d-spacings. It is worth mentioning
that the broad rGO400 peak between 20° to 26°. This might attribute to the different extent of
reduction levels presented in the same bulk sample. rGO400,2500 and rGO1200,2500 possess sharp peak
at 26.38° revealing the typical graphite crystals with identical interlayer spacing as literature[21].
The number of crystalline layers (about a hundred) describes the nature of graphite as well. The
removal of functional groups and graphitization facilitates the continuous stacking of graphene
sheets into a crystalline structure, as evidenced by the narrowing (002) peak. Meanwhile, the
alignment between graphene sheets inside the fiber has been further improved. Interestingly, the
number of layers does not change much before and after fiber formation. This tells us an important
information that GO does not experience layer restacking and still preserve its initial structure.

d-spacing

FWHM

Crystalline

Number

2θ (°)

(A°)

(°)

Domain Size (nm)

of Layers

GO solution

9.92

8.9

0.74

21.5

24.2

GO fiber

7.04

12.5

1.21

13.2

10.5

rGO400 fiber

22.83

3.89

3.89

4.16

10.1

rGO400, 2500 fiber

26.30

3.38

0.50

28.1

83.1

rGO1200, 2500 fiber

26.28

3.39

0.58

32.6

96.3

Table 2.1. XRD peak analysis for the highest peak (basal plane stackings)

The TGA profile (Figure S2) is another evidence showing that CTAB is not fully removed. For
pristine GO solution and GO fiber, oxygen functional groups are removed vigorously at ~190 °C.
Interestingly, GO fiber underwent additional 4% weight loss, which is probably the decomposition
of CTAB intercalated between GO layers. CTAB decomposition temperature is 240 °C, but it could
18

be affected by the presence of other functional groups. rGO400 has totally 25% of weight loss (at
800 °C), meaning that the carbon sheets are still partially oxidized.

Fig. 2.4. FTIR diagrams for EMD GO and rGO fibers. All the samples were freeze overnight and
then grinded into powders before conducting XRD.

As Figure 2.4, the FT-IR spectrum of the as-fabricated GO fiber exhibits a group of bands at 970,
1040, 1622, 1730, 2852, 2924, and 3220 cm−1. The peak at 1040 cm−1 denotes the presence of
stretching of unoxidized conjugated graphitic domain (C=C). The peak at 1730 and 1622 cm−1
arises from the stretching of C=O on carboxyl groups[22]. The two small peaks at 2852 and 2924
19

cm−1 indicates the hydrogen bonded OH groups of dimeric COOH groups and intra-molecular
bonded O-H stretching of alcohols respectively[23]. The broad peak at 3220 cm−1 indicates the
presence of OH stretching in hydroxyl (-OH) and carboxyl (COOH) groups. The curve of rGO400
fiber differs from that of GO fiber. The flatter broad peak situated at around 3000-3500 cm1

suggests the presence of much fewer oxygenated functional groups. The disappearance of 2852,

2924 cm-1 distinct peaks expresses the decomposition of carboxyl group. The new 1535 cm-1 peak
shows the of C-C carbon skeletal vibration, which is the evidence of increasing proportion of
carbon content. Interestingly, the entirely flat curves of rGO400,2500 and rGO1200,2500 fibers imply the
absence of functional group, i.e. pure graphene/graphite.
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Fig. 2.5. XPS diagrams for (a) pristine EMD GO solution, (b) GO, (c) rGO400, (d) rGO400, 2500,
and (e) rGO1200, 2500 fiber. Only Carbon 1s peak is presented. All the samples were freeze
overnight and then grinded into powders before conducting XRD.

Figure 2.5 is the XPS surface characterization of Carbon 1s peaks acquired on GOs before and
after thermal annealing. The deconvoluted peaks correspond to contribution of different moieties.
The carboxylic C=O bond and hydroxyl C-O groups are presented in (a) and (b), which are typical
for pristine GO[24][25]. These peaks disappear (c), (d) and (e), indicating the presence of
functional group removal upon thermal treatment. The main remaining peaks are graphitic sp 2
hybridized C=C bond.

Carbon

Oxygen

Content

Content

(%)

(%)

GO solution

64.85

30.90

GO fiber

78.11

21.89

rGO400 fiber

89.76

10.24

rGO400, 2500 fiber

93.72

6.28

rGO1200, 2500 fiber

97.63

2.37

Sample

Table 2.2. Raman spectra peak analysis

From Table 2.2, C/O ratio monotonically rises with more intense thermal treatment from 2.1 to
41.2. This is completely reasonable and consistent with the previous FTIR result that high
temperature results in functional group cleavage. It is worth noted that for GO solution carbon plus
oxygen content is not equal 100, because the pristine gel consists of sulfur, nitrogen, and other
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atoms. Interestingly, bromine cannot be detected by XPS. There might be two reasons: (1) CTAB
is almost entirely washed out from the rinsing process. (2) CTAB is buried deep inside the layers,
not attached on the graphene oxide surface.

D G

2D

Fig. 2.6. Raman spectra diagram for EMD GO and rGO fibers

Raman spectroscopy can be used as a noninvasive method to characterize graphitic properties such
as disorder, edge and grain boundaries, thickness, and exfoliation. As shown in Figure 2.6, energy
shift caused by laser excitation creates main peak positions: For GO solution, GO fiber and rGO400
fiber: broad D band (1360 cm−1) and G band (1590 cm−1). Functional groups exist on the surface
and edge of the planes contribute to the formation of defects and disorders that result in a higher
intensity of the D band. The intensity of the D band increases with increasing oxidation. The G
band position is due to first-ordered scattering of the E2g mode of vibration and shifts toward
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higher wavenumber with an increase in oxidation level. The G band position will reach 1600 cm−1
at highest level of oxidation due to the formation of new sp3 carbon atoms in graphitic lattice.

Exposing GO fibers to extreme high temperature environment and the removal of oxygenated
functional groups result in structural changes in graphite lattice at the basal plane and at the edges.
For rGO400,2500 and rGO1200,2500: D band (1370 and 1360 cm−1), G band (1581 cm−1) and 2D (2725
and 2720 cm−1) band. The position of G band relates to the number of layers of graphene planes.
1587 cm−1, 1584 cm−1, and 1581 cm−1 correspond to single-layer graphene, double-layer graphene
or graphite. From our results, rGO400,2500 and rGO1200,2500 seem to be graphite fibers in terms of the
G band position, which is in agreement with previous XRD result. The 2D band is used to evaluate
the exfoliation levels. For single layer graphene the 2D band is observed to be a single symmetric
peak with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of ~30 cm-1. Adding successive layers of
graphene causes the 2D band to split into several overlapping modes. The ID/IG ratio is used to
identify oxidation levels. The ratio grows with increasing oxidation levels. The ID/IG ratio if rGO400
fiber is even higher than GO fiber. This is because after heat treatment, functional groups are
removed along with some carbon atoms which are part of original graphene skeleton. It is worth
pointing out that for high quality (defect free) single layer graphene, the I2D/IG ratio will be seen
to be equal to 2. Neither of the samples reaches 2.

ID/IG

I2D/IG

2D

ratio

ratio

FWHM

GO solution

1.21

-

-

GO fiber

1.08

-

-

rGO400 fiber

1.28

-

-
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rGO400, 2500 fiber

0.06

1.46

61.4

rGO1200, 2500 fiber

0.23

1.67

52.9

Table 2.3. Raman spectra peak analysis

2.3.2 Physical Properties

Fig. 2.7. Typical tensile stress curves of GO and rGO fibers.

For mechanical properties measurement, we have measured at least 5 valid sample curves for each
sample displaced between two clamps to get standard deviations. Figure 2.7 depicts four curves,
which are chosen using the sample with the highest tensile strength for each type of fiber. The
deformation mechanism of these GO and rGO fibers can be described by the tension-shear model,
a prevalent theory for nanocomposites[26][27][11]. In the neat graphene system, there are three
kinds of dominant interactions between graphene sheets, including van der Waals interaction,
hydrogen bonds and coordinative cross-linking. In GO fibers, the hydrogen bonds dominate and
contribute to their mechanical strength[27]. After chemical reduction, the increasing van der Waals
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interaction dominated, along the decreasing interlayer space caused the enhancement in the
mechanical properties. Figure 2.7 and Table 2.4 show that tensile strength and Young’s modulus
enhances for rGO fiber samples. Whereas ultimate elongation drops to 1/3 of GO fiber’s value.
This denotes the brittleness of rGO fibers that rGO400, 2500 and rGO1200, 2500 cannot tolerate strong
bending forces.

Tensile Strength

Young’s Modulus

Maximum

Sample

(MPa)

(GPa)

Elongation (%)

GO fiber

75.4±25.8

4.1±1.3

2.46±1.1

rGO400 fiber

112.8±50.5

37.9±25.5

0.45±0.16

rGO400, 2500 fiber

322.5±204.7

63.9±27.4

0.57±0.19

rGO1200, 2500 fiber

273.5±112.0

51.1±24.3

0.60±0.37

Table 2.4. Mechanical properties of the four fibers.

Aside from the CTAB coagulation bath system under room temperature. We chose CaCl2 solutions
as the coagulation bath solutions to improve the strength of graphene fibers. Park et al.[28]
suggests that the addition of alkaline-earth MCl2 salts (M equals Mg or Ca) immediately led to
agglomeration of the sheets and uncontrollable precipitation, presumably due to the crosslinking
of the graphene oxide sheets by the divalent cations. The mechanically strengthened fiber by using
divalent cation as bridging agent was also proved by molecular simulation[29]. As presented in
Figure 2.8, Ca2+-cross-linked GO fiber has a tensile strength of 101 MPa at 1.01% ultimate
elongation. In addition, Paper has shown that higher environmental temperature facilitates
graphene oxide restacking[30]. We tried elevating CTAB coagulation bath temperature to 60°C as
the fiber formation environment. The resulting GO fiber has a tensile strength of 127 MPa at 1.13%
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ultimate elongation. Young’s modulus also largely increases to 10.0 and 11.2 GPa, respectively.
Although Young’s modulus becomes significantly larger with slightly higher tensile strength, the
two fibers are much less flexible and more brittle than the reference GO-CTAB fiber made under
room temperature. The relatively low maximum elongation has negative effects on fiber
fabrication and transportation.

Fig. 2.8. Typical tensile stress curves of GO single fibers. The black curve is the GO-CTAB fiber
formed under room temperature of coagulation bath. The red curve is also GO-CTAB fiber but
formed under 60°C coagulation bath. The blue curve is GO-CaCl2 fiber formed under room
temperature with 2 wt.% of calcium chloride coagulation bath.

Thermal Conductivity

Electrical

Sample

(W/K-m)

Conductivity (S/m)

GO fiber

57

Non-conductive
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301

6.44 x 104

rGO400, 2500 fiber

1,657

1.77 x 105

rGO1200, 2500 fiber

992

1.33 x 105

rGO400 fiber

Table 2.5. Electrical and thermal conductivities of GO and rGO fibers.

Fig. 2.9. (a) Scheme and (b) picture of a sample prepared for electrical and thermal
conductivities measurements. Heat square waves flow through the end leads and the middle two
leads measure the temperature differences.

After thermal reduction, based on the highly-aligned sp2 graphene/graphite sheets, the rGO fibers
shows excellent electrical and thermal conductivity, of 1.3-1.7 × 105 S/m, about 20 times higher
than that of reduced graphene papers (7.2 × 103 S/m)[31] and about 5 times higher than that of
graphene fibers assembled from small graphene sheets (2.5 × 104 S/m)[32], because of the giant
size of rGO sheets which reduce the proportion of edges and defects and their regular alignment
in the fibers. This is a strong evidence of “complete” cleavage of oxygenized functional groups.
To investigate the electrical resistance of rGO fibers, the fibers were mounted on an insulating
circuit board by silver-doped conducting epoxy and each fiber sample connected to four copper
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leads (Figure 2.9). The resistivity was operated manually by multimeter by touching two different
leads. The resistance is proportional to the length of the fiber, which shows the reliability of this
method. The extremely high conductivity of the rGO fibers together with their lightness makes
them useful as flexible and lightweight cables in wearable electronic devices.

We measure the thermal conductivity by PPMS system. The temperature was set permanently at
300K, using the same fiber mounting method as electrical conductivity measurement. This is
standard four-point probe method as shown in Figure 2.8, and we put the sample in an insulated
chamber to ensure the accuracy. It is known that the thermal conductivity of multilayer graphene
is reduced in comparison to single-layer graphene, due to interlayer interactions and vibrational
restrictions from neighboring layers, which limits the free vibration of the graphene sheets and
imposes resistance on phonon transport[33]. In addition, we believe that the thermal transport
properties of our rGO fibers are not an indication of the in-plane thermal conductivity of the
individual layers due to the tangled nature of the rGO sheets in the fiber and lattice defects that are
introduced during GO sheet synthesis and subsequent reduction processes. Even for the highest
result (1657 W/m-K), however, the value is much lower than the theoretical value of single layer
graphene (up to 5300 W/m-K), which is attribute to the defect edges.

The electrical and thermal conductivity results are very precious that we have proved that even
relatively coarse fibers with a lot of inner pores and voids, high conductivities can still be achieved
as long as the initial graphene oxide building block is large enough.
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It is pertinent to mention that the result is consistent with the ID/IG ratio in Table 2.3. For rGO
fibers, the lower ID/IG ratio, which indicates lower amount of defect, results in higher conductivities.
The trend is identical for both electrical and thermal conductivity that rGO400, 2500 > rGO1200, 2500 >
rGO400 > GO fibers. Interestingly, GO fiber is electrically insulated but possesses very high thermal
conductivity (57 W/m-K) which is comparable to many metals such as nickel (91 W/m-K) and
iron (80 W/m-K). This unique property may have a few potential applications.

2.4. Conclusion
In conclusion, we designed and fabricated graphene oxide and graphite fibers start with GO sheets
by wet spinning. The large size of the constituent graphene sheets together with their good
alignment resulted in a considerable improvement in the mechanical performance of the graphene
fibers. Surprisingly, the coarse graphite fibers possessed a tensile strength up to 0.6 GPa among
neat graphene materials (or high specific strength based on carbon’s low density), with
extraordinary electrical and thermal conductivities which are comparable to theoretical value of
graphene. Such multifunctional graphene fibers have promise in versatile applications such as
functional textiles, flexible and wearable sensors, and supercapacitors devices. The realization of
strong fibers composed of large graphene sheets opens the door for the next‐generation of high‐
performance fibers with superb strength, excellent toughness, and rich functionalities fabricated
by a room‐temperature supramolecular assembly strategy.
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APPENDICES

(a)

(b)

200 μm

Fig. S1. (a) Optical microscope image and (b) lateral size distribution of pristine EMD GO gel
solution.

Fig. S2. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) diagram for pristine EMD GO solution, GO fiber,
and rGO400 fiber from room temperature to 800°C. The ramp rate is 10°C/min.
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CHAPTER 3
Graphene Oxide Fiber Water Re-dispersion for Enhanced Transportation Efficiency

3.1 Introduction
As graphene is expensive and relatively hard to produce, great efforts are made to find effective
yet inexpensive ways to make and use graphene derivatives or related materials. Graphene oxide
(GO) is one of those materials - it is a single- or several-atomic layered carbonaceous material,
made by the powerful oxidation of graphite[1], which is cheap and abundant in nature. GO is an
oxidized form of graphene with abundant oxygen-containing groups. Among many advantages of
GO, the lower cost of its manufacturing in comparison to graphene is one of the major ones.
Moreover, GO can practically be deposited on any substrate and then be converted to the
conductive graphene[2,3]. For this specific reason, GO is used in the production of transparent
conductive films applicable in flexible electronics[4], chemical sensors[5], etc. Some other
applications include chemical catalysis[6,7] and water and wastewater treatments[8,9]. Due to its
high surface area, GO is also used as electrode materials in batteries[10,11], capacitors[12,13] and
solar cells.

However, GO has some obvious drawbacks. Firstly, it is usually produced and transported in the
form of dilute dispersion in water. We all know that graphene oxide was commonly prepared using
a modified Hummers’ method[1][14], which use massive water as solvent. This will increase the
mass of materials to be transferred by a factor of hundred or even thousand. In the shipment of a
5 kg GO, as an example, one should deal with transporting a 500 liter of liquid. Such a huge volume
to be transferred seems to have a lot of technical difficulties and will generate a cost of redundancy.
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Secondly, due to the toxicity of GO, there have been increasing concerns over its incidental and
accidental release into the environment and the living system[15][16]. Therefore, transportation of
graphene oxide other than solution form is an urgent concern for industry.

We proposed a novel self-assembled graphene oxide fiber to solve the problem mentioned above.
This method implements wet spinning process to extract GO particles, which is cheap, fast, and
easy to scale up[17]. By adding a slight amount of coagulation agent, compact fibers or platelets
form immediately soon after extruding pristine gel solution. If graphene oxide can be transported
in fiber form, the largely reduced volume will dramatically bring down the cost. Fiber is also much
easier to manage than gel solution, and this could further prevent graphene oxide from leaking to
environment and harm living organisms. The only concern is whether these fibers can be redispersed back into water and remain the chemical and physical properties, and whether the water
solution retains important liquid crystallinity. As a result, in this chapter, we investigate the
properties of the fiber redispersion solution.

3.2 Experimental Methods
3.2.1 Materials
Graphene oxide aqueous solution was purchased from EMD Performance Materials Corp. and
Kisco Co. Hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) (>98%) was purchased from SigmaAldrich. Sodium hydroxide pellet bottle was purchased from Mallinkrodt Chemicals. Ethyl alcohol
(>99%) was purchased from VWR Chemicals.

3.2.2 Graphene Oxide Fiber Fabrication
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2 wt.% of degassed GO dispersion in water was sonicated for 30 minutes and then loaded in a
plastic syringe and injected into a rotating CTAB coagulation bath (15 rpm) with the infusion rate
of 0.6 ml/min. The coagulation bath consisted of 1:1 volume ratio of water and ethanol, and CTAB
concentration is 0.5 mg/ml. The obtained fibers remained in the bath for 30 min before winding
around a Teflon bar, and then soaked the bar in a washing bath (1:1 volume ratio of water and
ethanol) for another 60 min. The fibers then were unwounded from the Teflon bar and dried at
room temperature after taking out from the bath.
NaOH coagulation bath was made in the same way as CTAB’s, with identical coagulation bath
concentration of 1 mg/ml. GO solution was casted into the coagulation bath for 10 min and 30
min, respectively. The rest steps were the same as CTAB’s.
3.2.3 Water Redispersion
The fibers are grinded into powder using a mortar and pestle. The powdered GO were then
dispersed in water (1 wt.%) by 30 seconds of vortex mixer and 3 hours of sonication bath. GOCTAB samples underwent 3 minutes of further ultra-sonication.
3.2.4 pH Titration
10 wt.% sodium hydroxide aqueous solution was used for rapid pH adjustment to titrate pristine
Kisco 40 GO gel solution. 1 wt.% sodium hydroxide dilute solution for precise control. The
solution was adjusted to pH=11. The pH titration is for the purpose of zeta-potential measurement.
3.2.5 Characterization Methods
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were determined by a D8 Advance ECO powder diffractometer
(Bruker Corporation) using a high-brilliance 1 kW X-ray source. The Fourier transformed infrared
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(FTIR) spectrum was measured with a PerkinElmer Frontier MIR Spectrometer coupled with a
LiTaO3 MIR detector in the range of 600−4000 cm−1 with 32 scans for each sample. Optical
Microscope (OM) was utilized by an Amscope 40-1000X binocular compound microscope with
digital camera. Zeta potentials were obtained by Zetasizer Nano ZS, Malvern. Polarized Optical
Microscope (POM) was conducted using Olympus BX51 with cross polarization filter with a
rotating stage. All the GO gel samples were loaded in capillary tubes with inner diameter of 0.5
mm. Small angle X-ray diffraction (SAXS) patterns were determined by an Anton Paar SAXess
mc2. The X-ray exposure time is 5 minutes. The X-ray source is a long-fine focus (LLF) sealed
copper tube with line and pint focus (40 kV/50 mA, l = 0.1542 nm).

3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Conformation and Characterization
We use two different graphene oxide sources: 2 wt.% graphene oxide gel solution provided by
EMD Performance Material Co. and by KISCO Co. The main difference of the two different GO
is the lateral size.
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Fig. 3.1. (a) Optical microscope images of LGO pristine gel solution and (b) particle lateral size
distributions. (c) Optical microscope images of SGO pristine gel solution and (d) particle lateral
size distributions.

We choose GO provided from two different companies: EMD Performance Materials and Kisco
Corporation (Figure 3.1). Both are well dispersed in water solution and possess a similar degree
of oxidization. GO provided by EMD has average lateral size of 57 µm, which is 10 times larger
than that provided by Kisco. So EMD GO is named as large GO (LGO), and Kisco GO is called
small GO (SGO). The purpose of using two different GO templates is to show the influence of
sheet size. We introduced CTAB as coagulation agent to efficiently transform GO gel solution to
solid fibers by wet spinning. The fibers then re-dispersed back into water to obtain GO-CTAB
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solution and conducted chemical and physical properties characterization or analysis. We will use
“GO-coagulant” as the names of fiber redispersion samples.

Fig. 3.2. From left to right: Optical microscope images of SGO-CTAB fiber water dispersion,
particle lateral size distributions, and 2 wt.% SGO-CTAB water solution images. The top and
bottom are solution suspension before and after sonication and ultra-sonication.

Figure 3.2 showed the image of the re-dispersed SGO-CTAB fiber solution. Ultra-sonication
drastically facilitated the dispersion of GO and decrease the lateral size of the GO sheets. Before
sonication, the large agglomerates precipitated within 5 minutes. Color gradient is easily seen.
After ultra-sonication for 3 minutes, the slurry was well dispersed in water even after resting a day.
Yet, the sonicated particles still look opaque. Why this happens?
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Although GO sheets are highly dispersed in the GO solution, interestingly, even after the GO
solution is dried, water molecules remain stuck in the GO powder via hydrogen bonding
interactions between water molecules and oxygen-containing functional groups of GO, and these
water molecules are often referred to as “intercalated” water molecules[18,19]. The intercalated
water molecules play a decisive role in the restacking of the GO because the hydrogen bonding
facilitates interactions between GO sheets, resulting in aligning the GO sheets in the same
orientation. Herein, from the optical microscope images, the particles reveal black even after ultrasonication. We assume that CTAB is a strong coagulation agent which helps GO sheets aggregate.
Hydrogen bonding interactions and acidic environment facilitate GO sticking together. That is, the
introduction of CTAB and water molecules is not ideal for returning GO fibers back to initial gel
states.

As a result, a weaker coagulant/better dispersant is needed to reduce GO’s strong tendency to
agglomerate, but this chemical cannot be too weak to make GO form fiber. Triton X-100 and
sodium cholate are two well-known surfactants, but unlike CTAB, they cannot even form fibers
and will decompose within a few minutes in the bath (S1). Therefore, a coagulant which lay in
between may be a better option. Literature states that sodium and potassium hydroxide are weaker
coagulant than alkaline earth salts[17][20]. This is an important clue that maybe, for example,
sodium hydroxide works better in order to preserve graphene oxide conformation and even the
liquid crystallinity of its gel solution.
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Fig. 3.3. Optical microscope images of LGO gel-like fiber in 1 wt.% NaOH coagulation bath.
The scale bar is 500 µm.

Each GO sheet is negatively charged when dispersed in aqueous solution due to the
ionization/hydrolysis of O-groups and GO zeta-potential can reach ζ = -60 mV at pH 10 (Figure
3.5). The stability of aqueous GO colloids was therefore attributed to electrostatic repulsion rather
than hydrophilic interaction. But why sodium hydroxide can be used as a coagulation agent?
Addition of NaOH solution causes GO to precipitate from solution, due to salting-out effects. GO
extracted from high pH solution and dried collapsed into star-like formation comprising several
sheets or bundles[21].

Figure 3.3 shows the image of the LGO fiber in NaOH coagulation bath. There is almost no
conformational change within the graphene oxide sheets when the fibers formed in the NaOH bath
even after 1 hour of soaking time. But when it comes to the water re-dispersion solution from dried
LGO-NaOH fibers, different soaking time resulted in different conformation. Figure 3.4 (a) and
(b) showed flat and more transparent sheet; yet (c) and (d) revealed striped and distorted flakes.
Less soaking time (i.e. 10 min) preserved the sheet conformation; that is, become less affected by
the presence of NaOH. The conformation variation directly affected liquid viscosity. Lesser
surface interaction between sheets resulted in lower viscosity if the sheets are more distorted.
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Fortunately, Figure 3.4 (a) and (b) manifest more complete and exfoliated sheets compared to
Figure 3.3. We draw a conclusion that sodium hydroxide is a better coagulant on preserving GO
conformation. This is also proved by the morphology of the electrosprayed GO particles shown in
S3.

Fig. 3.4. Optical microscope images of water re-dispersion of LGO fiber. The gel fibers were
immersed in 1 wt.% NaOH coagulation bath for a) b) 10 minute and c) d) 30 minute.
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Fig. 3.5. Zeta potentials for (a) LGO and SGO versus different CTAB coagulation bath
concentration and (b) LGO and SGO versus different pH value. NaOH was used for titration. (c)
The photo shows LGO and SGO solutions after pH adjustment. The solution concentration is
less than 1 wt.% adjustment to show color differences.

Figure 3.5 (a) presents the relationship between zeta potential and concentration of CTAB. The
0.0 wt.% point is the pristine GO gel solution and the rest four points are GO fiber re-dispersion
with different coagulant concentration. It is well-known that GO can form well-dispersed aqueous
colloids. Our study on the surface charge (zeta potential) of as-prepared GO sheets shows that
these sheets are highly negatively charged when dispersed in water (Figure 3.5). Apparently, this
is a consequence of ionization of the carboxylic acid and phenolic hydroxyl groups that are known
to exist on the GO sheet. This result suggests that the formation of stable GO colloids should be
attributed to electrostatic repulsion, rather than just the hydrophilicity of GO. It is known that the
residual electrolytes can neutralize the charges on the sheets, destabilizing the resulting
dispersions[10]. However, even under the presence of coagulant CTAB, zeta potential just slightly
becomes less negative (ζ= ~-40). It is denoted that zeta potential values more negative than –30
mV are generally considered to represent sufficient mutual repulsion to ensure the stability of a
dispersion, as is well known from colloidal science[22]. Thus, the stability of re-dispersed GOCTAB solution is approved. Figure 3.5 (b) indicates the relationship between zeta potential and
different pH value. The pH = 1.87 (SGO) and pH = 1.57 (SGO) points represent the pristine GO
gel solutions and the rest points are pH-adjusted solutions. Unlike what the literature has
shown[10], there is no distinct trend between zeta potentials and pH values. Huge negative values
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of pristine LGO and SGO solution might come from sulfuric acid residue by Hummers’ method.
The picture in Figure 3.5 (c) reveals the gradual color changes from brown to black especially
from pH=7 to 8 for SGO. LGO does not exhibit dramatic color change, but gradually darkened
color is still observed.

Fig. 3.6. XRD diagrams for (a) LGO and (b) SGO pristine solution and fibers using different
coagulation bath. Pristine GO solutions were freeze overnight and then grinded into powders
before conducting XRD.

d-spacing

FWHM

Crystalline

Number

2θ (°)

(A°)

(°)

Domain Size (nm)

of Layers

SGO

11.10

7.96

1.13

14.12

17.74

SGO-CTAB

8.79

10.05

1.02

15.62

15.54

SGO-NaOH

9.84

8.98

0.78

20.44

22.76

LGO

9.92

8.91

0.74

21.54

24.19

LGO-CTAB

7.04

12.54

1.21

13.15

10.49

LGO-NaOH

9.68

9.13

0.85

18.75

20.55
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Table 3.1. XRD peak analysis for the highest peak (basal plane stackings)

Figure 3.6 is the XRD diagram, which shows the macroscopic structure of GO in the powder or
fiber form. The left figure is LGO, and the right is S40. The detailed information of the main peaks
reveals how the basal graphitic planes are stacked. The GO powder made from gel indicates sharp
diffraction peaks at 2θ position of 11.10° and 9.92°, corresponding to the interlayer spacing of 7.96
A° and 8.91 A°, respectively. After wet-spinning process using CTAB as coagulation agent, the
peaks shift toward left with corresponds to enlarged d-spacing. The increase in d-spacing may be
due to some CTAB molecules intercalating between the layers. On the other hand, if using NaOH
as coagulation agent, the layer-by-layer distance does not change much. This might because
sodium hydroxide is small and highly soluble in water. Not many sodium hydroxide molecules
participate in intercalate between layers. Hence, the crystalline structure does not change before
and after GO-NaOH fiber formation. Scherrer equation is used to calculate the mean of the
crystalline domain of the powdered LGO/SGO and the GO-CTAB fiber. Number of crystalline
layers is acquired by the quotient of mean size of crystalline domain and interlayer spacing. For
both LGO and SGO, GO pristine solutions and GO-NaOH fibers have similar number of
crystalline layers. GO-CTAB has only about 10 layers for both cases, which might attribute to the
process of ultrasonication which ruin the pristine crystalline structures. Interestingly, there are
small but broad peaks for both CTAB-GO cases at 2θ = ~18° but cannot be seen in pristine GO nor
GO-NaOH curves. This might be because the formation of the secondary structure of folding or
bending of intercalated CTAB or extra random GO sheet wrinkles and crumples caused by CTABfacilitated self-assembly process.
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Fig. 3.7. FTIR diagrams for (a) LGO, SGO solution and their fibers in CTAB coagulation bath
and (b) LGO, SGO solution and their fibers in NaOH coagulation bath. Pristine GO solutions
were freeze overnight and then grinded into powders before conducting FTIR.

From Figure 3.7 (a), the LGO and SGO and GO-CTAB fibers has oxygenated functional groups
in its graphitic sheets: carboxyl (COOH), carbonyl (-C=O), and hydroxyl (-OH) groups on the
graphene sheet basal plane and edges. There are six main peaks centered at 970, 1040, 1622, 1730,
2852, 2924, and 3220 cm−1. The peak at 1730 and 1622 cm−1 arises from the stretching of C=O on
carboxyl groups. The two small peaks at 2852 and 2924 cm−1 indicates the hydrogen bonded OH
groups of dimeric COOH groups and intra-molecular bonded O-H stretching of alcohol
respectively. The broad peak at 3220 cm−1 indicates the presence of OH stretching in carboxyl
(COOH) and hydroxyl (-OH) groups. FT-IR absorption patterns were similar in Figure 3.7 (a).
This demonstrates that GO-CTAB fibers preserved the functional groups (hydroxyl and carboxyl
group) of the initial GO dispersion, whereas the peaks at 1730, 2852 and 2924 cm−1 of GO-NaOH
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fibers in 3.7 (b) disappeared, which mean that the strong basic NaOH destroyed the functionality
of carboxyl group by deprotonation.

3.3.2 Liquid Crystal
To check if the fiber water redispersions remain the liquid crystallinity, polarized optical
microscope is applied.
(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)

(g)

(i)

(k)

(h)

(j)

(l)
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Fig. 3.8. Polarized optical microscope (POM) images of a) b) SGO pristine solution, c) d) SGOCTAB and e) f) SGO-NaOH fiber re-dispersed solution, g) h) LGO pristine solution, i) j) LGOCTAB and k) l) LGO-NaOH fiber re-dispersion solution. The GO dispersion samples (2 wt.%)
were placed in capillary tubes. The scale bars are all 50 µm. Arrows in the pictures show the
direction of the samples.

Figure 3.8 shows polarized optical microscopy (POM) images of the gel-state GO and the solution
after re-dispersing the GO powders into water. 3.5(a) indicates polarized light passing through the
pristine sample, while the light is blocked when rotating the sample 50 degrees, denoted in (b).
This suggests highly ordered GO nematic domains, evidenced by the spreading Schlieren
textures[23]. Same birefringence phenomenon is observed for both cases of LGO and SGO pristine
solutions. However, the CTAB-GO re-dispersed solution does not display birefringence, i.e. no
differences between (c) and (d) or (i) and (j). A possible reason is that GO sheets aggregate into
large particles and the aspect ratio is drastically decreased. The decrease of the aspect ratio and the
effect of GO aggregation is proved by Keyence confocal laser profilometer shown in S2.
According to Onsager’s theory, only above certain value of aspect ratio liquid crystals in
dispersion can be formed[24]. The challenge is how to exfoliate graphene oxide sheets back to
their original state. GO-NaOH fiber, on the other hand, referred (e), (f), (k) and (l), showed massive
appearance change. This is because NaOH modified GO sheet with more negatively charged
carboxyl groups (-COO-) which created electrostatics repulsion for better redispersion and
prevented sheets from aggregation like CTAB did. Therefore, more exfoliated and transparent GO
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sheets were preserved. To conclude, both LGO and SGO perform the same way: CTAB makes
GO sheets aggregate while NaOH helps the particles stay in liquid crystal.

Fig. 3.9. SAXS profile of liquid crystals of GO with high concentrations (mass fraction fm =
0.02). The spectra depict the scattering intensity as a function of scattering vector
q (q = (4π sin θ)/λ, where 2θ is the scattering angle).

Polarized optical microscope shows the liquid crystal evidence qualitatively. Small-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS) studies further revealed quantitative structural information of GO
dispersions[25]. Figure 3.9 displays the result of SAXS of both LGO and SGO. There are bumps
at q = 0.308 and 0.255 nm-1 for LGO and SGO curves, which can be transformed into interlayer
distance of 20.4 and 27.9 nm, respectively. We therefore propose that the nematic phase of GO
should evolve to a lamellar phase that has positional ordering at a higher concentration of GO
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sheets. This is quantitative evidence of liquid crystal. Meanwhile, LGO-NaOH curve does not
possess such distinct bump. This phenomenon may attribute to the curled sheets that weaken the
ordered structure, or the extreme low intensity of X-ray beam compared to synchrotron light source.
Besides, the low intensity of X-ray beam results in zigzagging patterns.

3.4. Conclusion
Due to the dramatic mass reduction, the self-assembled GO fibers are much easier and of lower
cost method for GO transportation compared to huge volume/mass of GO water dispersions. In
addition, the wet-spinning process is easy to scale up. Obtaining a well-dispersed graphene oxide
solution from the fabricated graphene oxide fibers is feasible.

A conclusion is drawn that after transforming GO water dispersion into fibers, GO solid could be
extracted from bulky gel without altering the physical and chemical structures much. With
different coagulation agent, different purpose can be fulfilled. Sodium hydroxide is good at
maintaining liquid crystallinity and preventing re-stacking; whereas CTAB is good at retaining
chemical properties. This facile method is very promising for GO transportation, as it easily avoids
the transportation of the huge volume of water.
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APPENDICES

Fig. S1. Images of SGO fiber in weak coagulant (surfactant) bath like Triton X-100, sodium
cholate and sodium chloride. Fiber started to disintegrate in a short time and could not be taken
out from the bath using a needle.
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Fig. S2. Keyence confocal microscope showed the surface roughness and particle thicknesses
along z axis. The top and bottom are LGO and SGO fiber redispersion using CTAB as coagulant.

LGO

LGO-CTAB

LGO-NaOH

Fig. S3. Images of electrosprayed LGO dispersions.
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Fig. S4. Relationship between viscosity and shear rate for LGO, LGO fiber dispersion using
NaOH as coagulant. The gel fibers were immersed in 1 wt.% NaOH coagulation bath for 10 and
30 minutes before drying and re-dispersing. All the samples possess shear-thinning properties.
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CHAPTER 4
Future Work

Although our graphite fibers have extraordinarily high thermal and electrical conductivities, the
poor mechanical strength and brittleness are not solid enough to support any applications including
lightweight electrical conductors, supercapacitors, solar cells, and so on. Therefore, enhancing
mechanical strength as well as elasticity is urgent to be addressed. Literature has shown that adding
crosslink agents which connect between graphene flakes is one way to enhance the mechanical
strength and toughness. This novel idea is called sequentially bridged graphene. Two types of
bridging agents will be investigated to interconnect graphene oxide sheets. 10,12-pentacosadiyn1-ol attaches to GO sheets’ ends by covalent bonding using UV crosslinking; while 1pyrenebutyric acid N-hydroxysuccinimide ester and 1-aminopyrene attach to sheets by π–π
bonding. The reinforced fiber then goes through the same thermal reduction to carbonize. By this
approach, mechanical strength is further improved.

In addition, a small amount of polymer like polyacrylonitrile, polyvinyl alcohol, and epoxy can
also be doped into the graphene oxide matrix in order to reinforce mechanical strength and
flexibility by introducing C-C covalent bonds.

For the water redispersion (Chapter 3), we know that sodium hydroxide serves the purpose of
preserving the liquid crystallinity of GO sheet as well as preventing the sheets from restacking.
However, because the carboxyl groups of the GO have been deprotonated, conformational changes
of the sheets have been triggered. We wonder if anything can be done to reverse the unwanted
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consequence of doping sodium hydroxide. For the next step, we will implement sulfuric acid, a
common acid for GO preparation, or formic acid, a weak acid, to titrate the pH back to its original
acidic state and re-protonate the moieties. Optical microscope and rheometer should be utilized to
check if the curled sheet would return to flat sheet just like the pristine GO gel solution. FTIR and
XPS should be used to examine whether the functional groups’ characteristic peaks could be rediscovered.
Due to time constraint, this project has not been fully explored and some of the scientific reasons
behind some results have not been fully explained or proved yet, especially for the mechanism of
the conformational change triggered by pH adjustment. Further investigation should be carried out
for more comprehensive understanding.
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